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Abstract—Optical networks-on-chips (ONoCs) have
emerged as a promising candidate for the future generation
of multicore systems on chips. In ONoCs, an optical circuit-
switching mechanism is preferred for its buffer-free
mechanism. Unfortunately, blocking is a serious problem
that restrains ONoCs from fully utilizing the available band-
width. In this paper, a network condition-aware communica-
tion mechanism is proposed for circuit-switched optical
networks-on-chip. The new mechanism employs a new joint
metric of predicting the time and the number of blocking
packets. The rules are defined according to the new metric
for the setup packet, thus increasing the link utilization.
Compared with previous methods, the simulation results
based on synthetic traffic patterns and PARSEC bench-
marks reveal that the proposed mechanism increases the
efficiency of links, with higher throughput and lower end-
to-end latency.

Index Terms—Circuit switching; Network on chip; Optical
interconnect; Path-setup.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ith the increasing number of cores placed on a single
silicon chip, networks-on-chips (NoCs) have become

a determinant of overall multi-processor system-on-chip
(MPSoC) power performances. Consequently, growing chal-
lenges, such as the high power consumption and limited elec-
trical switching rate, are emerging in metallic interconnects.
Still, according to the ITRS forecast, the local clock frequency
of the NoC will rise up to 73 GHz by 2020 [1], which aggra-
vates the above issues and has triggered a quest for alterna-
tive interconnect paradigms.

Optical networks-on-chips (ONoCs) have been proposed
as a potential solution to overcome the above interconnect
obstacles. Silicon photonic (SiP) interconnects [2–4], which
have been used to provide an immense amount of band-
width density, have the potential to significantly reduce

the latency of data transmission at high energy efficiencies.
Moreover, optical signals remain almost unaffected after
transmission over warehouse-scale distances [5] on ac-
count of their low loss, high refractive property, and high
compatibility with the CMOS process of optical media.

As a crucial technology, the switching mechanism con-
cerns the routing issue in ONoC and is of great significance
in the communication performance. Traditionally, two
switching mechanisms are generally adopted in NoCs, in-
cluding circuit switching and packet switching. In ONoCs,
packet switching is limited due to the lack of highly effi-
cient optical buffers. Hence, optical circuit switching (OCS)
is preferred for practical reasons and has become popular
[6,7]. Traditional optical circuit-switching mechanisms in-
clude three phases: reserving the path, transmitting the
data, and releasing the path. They exploit the optical spec-
trum by establishing a high-bandwidth lightpath dedicated
to data transmission with electrical signals [8] or optical
signals [9]. However, the link utilization penalty could be
especially detrimental in scenarios when the setup packet
holds some links and fails to reserve further links to the
destination due to contention. Thus, blocking, especially in
mesh-based ONoCs, will be very serious and will degrade
the network performance.

Shacham et al. present two potential methods [2,10] that
focus on solving deadlock and increasing path multiplicity.
In [10], the source sets a timer for each setup packet. If the
timer is up and the acknowledgement (ACK) packet has not
arrived, the source will send a path-teardown packet to the
blocked node, releasing the reserved resources along the
path. In [2], once the setup packet is blocked, a negative ac-
knowledgement will be sent back to the source node. Then,
the source node will retransmit the setup packet to an alter-
native path. Both methods can alleviate the above problems
to some extent. However, it is worth noting that both meth-
ods lack flexibility and ignore the network conditions.
As shown in Fig. 1, the communication pair (S1 → D1) is
blocked by the communication pair (S3 → D3). However,
D1 is 10 hops away from the node S1, and the setup packet
is blocked at the ninth hop. It will be better for the blocked
packet to wait a little longer. In another case, the commu-
nication pair (S2 → D2) is blocked by the communication
pair (S1→D1). Unlike (S1 → D1) and (S3 → D3), (S2 → D2)http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/JOCN.8.000813
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does not block other packets. Hence, it is unnecessary to
release the partially established path and retransmit the
setup packet again.

Motivated by this, a network condition-aware commu-
nication mechanism with a comprehensive path setup
management technique, named the Hybrid Timeout
Retransmission Mechanism (HTRM), is proposed to miti-
gate blocking and increase link utilization. The blocked
setup packet can be retransmitted according to the net-
work conditions, including the time a blocked setup packet
waits in a node, the resources it has reserved, and the
amount of other packets it blocks. The rest of this paper
is organized as follows: In Section II, we will review the re-
search on the OCS mechanism. Section III presents the
concept of traditional OCS and discusses the process of
the proposed mechanism. Next, Section IV presents the
evaluation methodology. In Section V, synthetic and trace-
driven simulation performance results are presented and
analyzed. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Great efforts have beenmade to explore the use of optical
interconnections in high-performance computing [11–14].
In addition, circuit-switched photonic network architectures
have the intrinsic capability to exploit the optical spectrum
by establishing a high-bandwidth light path dedicated to
data transmission, thus attracting many researchers
[15–18]. Simultaneously, with silicon photonic technologies,
different circuit-switched ONoC architectures are proposed,
including the hybrid mesh network [19], the fat tree-based
optical network [20], the PHENIC 3D-ONoC [21], the 3-D
Mesh-Based Optical Network-on-Chip [22], etc. Most of
these researchers implement a circuit-switchingmechanism
in their architectures. However, pure circuit switching re-
quires an electronic control network, which not only suffers
from serious blocking under heavy loads but also can lead to

higher latency, low network utilization, and an overhead in
power consumption.

Several works have, specifically, improved the perfor-
mance of optical circuit switching in ONoCs. Both Shalf
et al. [23] and Barker et al. [24] combined optical circuit
switching with electrical packet switching to provide high
performance at a manageable cost. Long-lived bulk data
transfers are handled by an OCS network, while short-
lived data exchanges are routed in the electronic packet-
switching network. However, neither of these two works
considers reducing the circuit setup contention.

Hendry [25] attempted to decrease the power and the
setup latency by inserting explicit circuit setup commands
in the application code ahead of real communication calls.
While this method can help to hide the setup overhead with
computations, it may entangle the circuit management
with the real computation workload and severely increase
the burden of the programmer.

Wen et al. [26] proposed the circuit management based
on a group of representative high-performance computing
(HPC) applications and developed a transition matrix-
based predictor to provide a much higher prediction accu-
racy. By leveraging the above prediction, the architecture
is able to maintain a set of frequently used optical circuits
and reuse these circuits. However, the architecture relies
on passive replacements created by circuit misses to up-
date the cached circuit set, resulting in a limited perfor-
mance. Based on the above research, they proposed an
active circuit prefetching approach to amortize setup over-
heads [27] in 2015. An application-specific predictor was
proposed to learn the temporal locality and communication
patterns from upper-layer applications. By prefetching cir-
cuits before real requests arrive, the approach can reduce
the setup delays. However, since setup latency is mainly
caused by contention under heavy loads, the performance
of this method can be degraded when the offered load
is high.

Fig. 1. Schematic architecture of mesh-based ONoC. S, source node; D, destination node.
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Gu et al. [28] released the occupied resources as soon
as possible by recycling the setup packet halfway to the
destination, which mitigates congestions. In this method,
nevertheless, the packets need optical/electrical (O/E) and
electrical/optical (E/O) conversions several times from
source node to destination node, leading to additional
energy consumption.

III. NETWORK CONDITION-AWARE COMMUNICATION

MECHANISM

A. Traditional Optical Circuit-Switching
Mechanism

The switching mechanism plays an essential role in both
the cost and performance of ONoC. Among all of them,
optical circuit-switching mechanisms have attracted lots
of attention for their freedom from optical buffers. The
process of the traditional optical circuit-switching (TOCS)
mechanism is explicated as follows: First, the source sends
a setup packet through the electronic network to the desti-
nation, reserving both the path and the network resources
along it. Upon the setup packet’s arrival at the destination,
an ACK packet will be created and sent back to the source
via the electronic network, signaling to the source that the
path is completely reserved. The payload packet is sent to
the optical network after the source receives the ACK. The
payload packet follows the reserved path. After the payload
packet is transmitted, a teardown packet will be sent from
the source to the destination through the electronic control
network in order to free the reserved resource. As stated in
the previous section, the blocking is severe due to the fact
that the path is exclusive and the partially reserved resour-
ces cannot be used immediately. As shown in Fig. 2, at the
beginning, node (1, 2) is communicating with node (2, 3),
and only the communication pair (S1 → D1) is blocked at
node (2, 2) in Fig. 2(a). As time goes on, some new commu-
nication pairs appear, such as (S2 → D2) and (S3 → D3),
as demonstrated in Fig. 2(b). Both these communication

pairs are blocked by (S1 → D1). Even worse, the blocked
(S2 → D2) and (S3 → D3) will also block new communica-
tion pairs (S5 → D5) and (S4 → D4), respectively, as shown
in Fig. 2(c). Therefore, blocking by one communication pair
will soon spread over the whole network.

B. Network Condition-Aware Communication
Mechanism

To deal with the above problem, a network condition-
aware communication mechanism, named HTRM, is pro-
posed. We take two-dimensional (2D) mesh as an example
to show our design. It is important to note that the pro-
posed mechanism can be easily applied to other topologies.
As Fig. 1 shows, the mesh-based ONoC consists of two over-
lapped networks, the electronic control network and the
optical transmission network. The electronic control net-
work is responsible for path reservation and router configu-
ration, whereas data transmission happens in the optical
transmission network.

In the electronic control network, five types of packets
are employed, including a setup packet, an ACK packet,
a teardown packet, blocking-ACK packet, and blocking-
reminder packet. The setup packet is used to reserve a path
for the data message. The ACK packet helps to inform the
source that the data message can be transmitted. The tear-
down packet is used to release the reserved resources after
data transmission. The blocking-ACK packet is used to
release the partially reserved path and tell the source node
to retransmit the setup packet.

The blocking-reminder packet is issued by the node when
a setup packet is blocked for the first time by a reserved
path. It is then transferred along the reserved path to the
node where blocking happens. By collecting the blocking-
reminder packets, the blocked setup packet will know how
many packets are blocked by itself.

In traditional circuit switching, the setup packet waits
until resources are available. Another way is to drop the

Fig. 2. Example of blocking in mesh-based ONoC. Different source-destination pairs are denoted by different colors and dashed–dotted
lines. (a) The first blocking. (b) Other blocked setup packets caused by the first packet. (c) After some time, the blocking will affect the
whole network.
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setup packet and retransmit it again by the source node.
Different from these two ways, HTRM helps the setup
packet make better decisions by taking the network condi-
tion into consideration. Three rules are defined inHTRM for
the setup packet to determine what to do when blocking
happens.

Rule 1: IfNblo_others equals zero, the blocked setup packet
will wait where the blocking happens.

Nblo_others is the number of packets a setup packet blocks.
It is calculated by collecting blocking-reminder packets.
Initially, the value ofNblo_others is zero. Rule 1 helps to avoid
useless retransmission when the partially reserved path
does not block other packets.

Rule 2: If the blocking occurs when the setup packet
requests the ejection port at the destination router, the
blocked setup packet will wait where the blocking happens.

It is obvious that the setup packet will not encounter any
other blocking. Consequently, it is more reasonable to wait
in the destination router.

Rule 3: If Twait is smaller than Tprice, the blocked setup
packet will wait where the blocking happens.

Twait is the predicted time that a setup packet (we will
call it packet A for convenience) will take waiting for the
desired port (we will call it port M for convenience) to be
free. It can be calculated as follows:

Twait � Tnew_avg − �Tcur − Tlock�; (1)

where Tcur is the current time, and Tlock is the time when
port M is locked. Consequently, �Tcur − Tlock� represents
how long port M has been locked. The average locking time
for port M is represented by Tnew_avg, which can be obtained
using

Tnew_avg � ��n − 1�Told_avg � �Tunlock − Tlock��∕n; (2)

where n is the number of packets that have been transmit-
ted through port M in the router and whose destinations are
Hcd hops away from current node. Hcd can be obtained by
using the address of the current node and destination node.
Told_avg is the old recorded average locking time for port M.
Initially, Told_avg is set to be zero. Tnew_avg is updated based
on Told_avg, which will be elaborated in the last paragraph of
this section. Tunlock is the time when port M is released.

Tprice is used to evaluate the time overhead that is
caused by sending the blocking-ACK and waiting to receive
the retransmitted setup packet. It can be calculated as
follows:

Tprice � βNblo_others � �1 − β�Tnonblo
; (3)

where Nblo_others is the number of packets that packet A
blocks. Tnon_blo represents the total time from the moment
the current node sends the blocking-ACK to the moment it
receives the retransmitted setup packet on the condition
that the retransmitted setup packet does not encounter
any other blocking. The importance of Nblo_others and
Tnon_blo is reflected in the weight coefficient β. The effect

of β is simulated in the simulation section. Tnon_blo can
be calculated as follows:

Tnon_blo � Ttear_mod � Tip � Tset_mod �Hcs × Tprocess; (4)

where Ttear_mod and Tset_mod represent the transmitting
time of the blocking-ACK packet and the retransmitted
setup packet, respectively. Hcs denotes the number of hops
from the source to the current node. Tprocess is the processing
time for a setup packet by the router. Tip is an estimated
interval that the source node retransmits the blocked setup
packet after receiving blocking-ACK, and it also denotes
the total time that the next setup packet (we will call it
packet B for convenience) in the same queue needs to finish
the communication. It can be obtained using

Tip�Tset_mod�Hsd ×Tprocess�Tack_mod�Top_mod�Ttear_mod;

(5)

where Tset_mod, Tack_mod, Top_mod, and Ttear_mod represent the
transmitting time of the setup packet, ACK packet, payload
packet, and teardown packet, respectively. Hsd denotes the
number of hops from the source of packet B to the destina-
tion of packet B. Generally, Tprice is a dynamic value instead
of a fixed one, whichmakes HTRM flexible to adapt to differ-
ent network conditions.

Based on these three rules, a retransmission decision-
making algorithm is developed as is shown in Fig. 3. By
calling the algorithm, the blocked setup packet can decide
whether to wait or not. Obviously, the link utilization will
be promoted considerably by considering the network
condition.

Detailed steps are defined for HTRM as follows:

Step 1: The source node sends a setup packet to establish
the path between the source node and destination node.

Fig. 3. Retransmission decision-making algorithm.
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Step 2: Judge whether the current node is the destination
node. If not, go to step 3. Otherwise, go to step 7.

Step 3: Judge whether the output port required by the in-
coming setup packet is occupied. If yes, go to step 4.
Otherwise, the output port will be reserved and the
setup packet will be transmitted to the next node
through it. Then, return to step 2.

Step 4: If the incoming setup packet is blocked for the first
time at this router, a short blocking-reminder packet
will be sent through the requested port. The block-
ing-reminder packet will travel along the reserved path
to notify that it is blocked by this reserved path.

Step 5: Check Nblo_others and Twait, and execute the
retransmission decision-making algorithm. If Fwait is
true, return to step 3 after the polling interval.
Otherwise, go to step 6.

Step 6: Upon receiving a blocking-ACK packet, the source
node sends the next setup packet in the same queue and
records the message that the previous setup packet is
failed; return to step 2.

Step 7: The destination node sends the ACK packet to the
source node.

Step 8: The source node sends the payload packet to the
destination after receiving the ACK packet.

Step 9: The source node sends the teardown packet to
the destination. If no failed setup packet is recorded,
end all the steps. Otherwise, the previous failed setup
packet will be retransmitted to the next node; return
to step 2.

To implement HTRM, the traditional electronic router
needs some modifications, including equipping each port
of a router with a counter and maintaining two tables for
each router. If a setup packet is blocked in a router,
the counter of the desired port will record the number of
blocking-reminder packets for this setup packet. Thus,
Nblo_others, the number of packets that is blocked by the
setup packet, can be known. When the desired port is re-
leased, the Nblo_others will be updated in the setup packet,
and the value of the counter will be reset to zero. However,
the counter will be reset to zero directly when a blocking-
ACK is created.

Each nodemaintains a local timetable named Time[port]
[hop] and an assistant table named Number[port][hop].
Time[port][hop] records the value of Tnew_avg. Number
[port][hop] records the value of n, which assists in updating
Time[port][hop]. The output port (pi) desired by an incom-
ing setup packet can be determined according to the rout-
ing algorithm. Furthermore, the distance hi between the
current node and the destination can be obtained by using
the address of the current node and destination node. With
hi and pi, we can check Time�pi��hi� and Number�pi��hi� to
acquire Tnew_avg and n, respectively. Additionally, the time
a port has been locked can be obtained by �Tcur − Tlock�.
Thus,Twait can be calculated via Eq. (1). Then, we can judge
whether Rule 3 is satisfied or not. The following details
explicate how the timetable is updated: when a setup
packet arrives and reserves a certain port pi, the time will
be recorded in Tlock�pi�. Once the port pi is released, we

can calculate the distance hi between the current node
and the destination node. Then, n can be picked from
Number�pi��hi�. With the results of n and hi;Time�pi��hi�
adaptively updates itself. The updating method is given by

Tnew�port��hop� � ��n−1�Told�port��hop���Tunlock −Tlock��∕n;
(6)

where Told�port��hop� and Tnew�port��hop� are the previously
recorded time and the newly recorded time, respectively.
The size of both tables are O(#port) × O(diameter), where
#port is the number of ports in a router and diameter is the
maximum distance of any two nodes in the network.

IV. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

To evaluate the performance of the proposedmechanism,
a cycle-accurate simulator is developed based on OPNET.
OPNET is a simulation environment that provides strong
support for modular structures, communication protocols,
and accurate modeling of network performance, such as
latency and throughput. Moreover, the combination of
process interaction and event-driven simulation engine
in OPNET enables a faster, more efficient, and flexible
means of simulating a large-scale network. Due to the
graphical user interface (GUI) and hierarchical modeling,
it is also easier to build the simulation scenario.
Therefore, OPNET is widely used by the technology re-
search organizations and universities.

The performance of the proposed mechanism is evalu-
ated and compared against alternative techniques using
synthetic traffic patterns and real traffic traces derived
from Netrace [29], which provides both network-level and
application-level evaluations. The two synthetic traffic pat-
terns used are a uniform traffic pattern and a hotspot traf-
fic pattern. In the uniform traffic pattern, each node sends
packets to all the other nodes, which are selected randomly.
In the hotspot traffic pattern, the center 16 nodes are des-
ignated as the hotspot nodes, which receive 10% of total
traffic as hotspot traffic in addition to the regular uniform
traffic. Traces in Netrace are collected from M5 simulation
of the PARSEC v2.1 benchmark suite [30]. The dependen-
cies between network messages have been enforced in
these traces, which ensures a proper ordering of packets
and yields more accurate evaluation results.

An 8 × 8 mesh topology is used in the simulations.
Furthermore, an XY routing algorithm, which is preferred
for its deadlock-free and feasible property, is employed. The
performance metrics considered are the throughput and
average end-to-end (ETE) latency under different normal-
ized offered loads. It is assumed that the modulation speed
for a single wavelength is 12.5 Gb/s [31]. Table I shows the
parameter configurations. For the weight coefficient β in
Eq. (3), simulations are done to test the latency perfor-
mance under different values of β. The uniform traffic pat-
tern is used for the test. We assume β is set to 0, 0.5, and 1.
When β is set to 0, only the time that is spent on retrans-
mission process will be under consideration. When β is set
to 1, only the number of other packets that an incoming
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packet blocks will be taken into account. When β is set to
0.5, both factors are considered. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the
HTRM-β: 0.5 case over-performs the other two cases. That
is, it is better to combine Nblo_others and Tnon_blo than just to
consider only one factor. As a result, we set β � 0.5 in the
simulation. However, there is not a deterministic law be-
tween the performance and the value of β since the traffic
distribution characteristics in the network matters a lot.
Therefore, it is possible that if β < 0.5 and β > 0, the per-
formance is better or β > 0.5 and β < 1 is better.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Synthetic Traffic Patterns

In this section, we discuss the performance under syn-
thetic traffic patterns. The method proposed by Shacham
et al. [2] is called NACK. Traditional optical circuit switch-
ing is called TOCS. Figure 5 illustrates the ETE latency for
HTRM compared with that for TOCS and NACK in the uni-
form traffic and hot spot traffic patterns. When the offered
load is lower than 0.12, less contention occurs. Therefore,
the ETE latency for the three mechanisms stays almost the
same. However, the ETE latency for NACK/HTRM is much
lower than that for TOCS under both traffic patterns when
the offered load is higher than 0.14. Furthermore, the la-
tency for HTRM is distinctly lower than that for NACK.

Especially when the offered load surpasses 0.18, the
latency for HTRM reduces more than 50% compared with
NACK and 87% compared with TOCS. This is brought by
reducing the average latency of the path reservation.

Figure 6 indicates the number of retransmitted setup
packets under different offered loads using both traffic pat-
terns. It is obvious that the number of retransmitted setup
packets for HTRM is sharply decreased. The results fur-
ther proved that HTRM helps a lot, not only in increasing
the performance, but also in reducing the setup overhead.

Figure 7 shows the normalized throughput for the three
different techniques. Compared with TOCS, NACK achieves
about 25.9% of improvement in saturation throughput
under the uniform traffic pattern and 30% under the hotspot
traffic pattern. HTRM improves about 40.9% and 42.6%
under the uniform and hotspot traffic patterns, respectively.
These results demonstrate that HTRM outperforms NACK
in throughput. Additionally, both optimized mechanisms
achieve better performances under the hotspot traffic pat-
tern, which further proves that both methods work more
efficiently under heavy contention.

Fig. 4. Performance of ETE latency under a uniform traffic pat-
tern with different values of β in an 8 × 8 network.

Fig. 5. Performance of ETE latency under uniform and hotspot
traffic patterns in an 8 × 8 network.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS USED IN THE SIMULATION

Parameter Value

ACK packet length (bit) 32
Setup packet length (bit) 32
Teardown packet length (bit) 32
Blocking-ACK packet length (bit) 32
Blocking-reminder packet length (bit) 16
Payload packet length (bit) 1024
Router pipeline stages 3 cycles
Clock frequency (GHz) 1

Fig. 6. Number of retransmissions under uniform and hotspot
traffic patterns in an 8 × 8 network.
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B. Real Traffic Traces

In this section, the total application speedup and average
packet latency are examined across nine PARSEC bench-
mark traces. The results are depicted in Figs. 8 and 9. All
the results, presented subsequently, are normalized to
TOCS. From Fig. 8 it can be observed that both HTRM
and NACK improve average packet latency performance
in all benchmarks. The best improvement is achieved in
×264, where the average packet latency is cut down 15.5%
by NACK, and 20.7% by HTRM. In addition, the worst mel-
ioration is presented in swaptions, where the average packet
is decreased 2.1% by NACK and 6.2% by HTRM. The main
reason is that the traffic load of these applications is low
and the contention is not serious. As can be verified by
Figs. 5 and 7, the optimized mechanism performs signifi-
cantly better for high offered load, but inconspicuously for
a low offered load.

As shown in Fig. 9, NACK almost maintains the same
execution speed with TOCS for benchmarks, such as

blackscholes, canneal, and bodytrack. Fluidanimate, dedup,
ferret, vips, and ×264 show slight enhancements in speedup.
However, in swaptions NACK experiences a slight slow-
down due to the low contention and retransmitting the
setup packets without considering the specific network con-
ditions. In contrast, HTRM outperforms TOCS for all bench-
marks. The average speedup is about 6.5%, with a peak
of 8.8% for vips and a nadir of 3.2% for bodytrack. This is
due to the optimized rules we set to the retransmission tech-
nique of the blocked setup packet. By Rule 1, a setup packet
will never be retransmitted until it blocks other packets.
Thus, the number of retransmissions and amount of setup
overhead are dramatically decreased. This point can be fur-
ther demonstrated by Fig. 10, in which the number of
retransmission is normalized to HTRM. Compared with
NACK, HTRM provides an improvement over 10× for all the
benchmarks, with the maximum improvement of 14.2×
for dedup. Therefore, the evaluation over the application

Fig. 7. Normalized throughput under uniform and hotspot traffic
patterns in an 8 × 8 network.

Fig. 8. Average latency for benchmarks normalized to TOCS.

Fig. 9. Speedup for benchmarks normalized to TOCS.

Fig. 10. Number of retransmissions for benchmarks normalized
to HTRM.
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benchmarks also verifies that HTRM can enhance the
performance.

VI. CONCLUSION

In order to handle the serious blocking of setup
packets when the offered load is high, we propose a network
condition-aware communication mechanism named HTRM.
Taking the real-time network condition into account, HTRM
releases the reserved resources as soon as possible by re-
transmitting the setup packet, thus promoting the link
efficiency and mitigating setup penalty. Furthermore,
HTRM defines several rules to amortize the setup overhead.
Therefore, blocking is drastically decreased. The simulation
results demonstrate that HTRM works well in improving
the throughput and decreasing the ETE latency. Although
2D mesh is employed to illustrate the design of HTRM, this
new technique can be easily applied to any other topology.
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